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}  Tuples are a compound data type with a fixed 
number of terms 
◦  Each term in the tuple is called an element 
◦  Unlike lists, can’t add elements to an existing tuple, 

or remove elements from tuple 
}  Primary means of representing structured 

data in Erlang 
◦  Erlang has no objects, etc. 

}  Usual pattern for compound data types: 
◦  First element is an atom representing data type 
◦  Subsequent elements are data values 
◦  e.g. {rectangle, 3.5, -2.1, 4.3, 1.8} 



}  Example:  a rectangle data-type 
◦  Rect = {rectangle, 3.5, -2.1, 4.3, 1.8}. 

}  Use pattern matching to extract values 
◦  {rectangle, X, Y, Width, Height} = Rect. 
◦  After statement: 
�  X = 3.5, Y = -2.1, Width = 4.3, Height = 1.8 



}  Write a function to return the area of a rectangle 
area(Rect) -> 
    {rectangle, X, Y, Width, Height} = Rect, 
    Width * Height. 
◦  Pretty simple. 

}  Problem: 
◦  Erlang compiler warns about unused variables X and Y 

}  Should always try to eliminate all warnings when 
your program compiles 
◦  Some warnings indicate very serious issues 
◦  Leaving less-serious warnings unfixed makes it more 

likely that the serious ones don’t get addressed 



}  Our function: 
area(Rect) -> 
    {rectangle, X, Y, Width, Height} = Rect, 
    Width * Height. 

}  Solution: 
◦  Any variable name that starts with _ will not cause 

“unused variable” warnings to be reported 
area(Rect) -> 
    {rectangle, _X, _Y, Width, Height} = Rect, 
    Width * Height. 
◦  Prepending _ states your intention to not use the value 
◦  Compiler will no longer complain about X and Y being 

unused 



}  From lecture 1: 
◦  Variable names start with uppercase letter or underscore 

and contain alphanumeric characters, underscore, and @ 
}  _ is a valid variable name in Erlang 
◦  Called an anonymous variable; no name specified 
◦  Used in pattern-matching expressions 
◦  Indicates that a value is expected at that position, but it 

is ignored 
}  Could also write: 
area(Rect) -> 
    {rectangle, _, _, Width, Height} = Rect, 
    Width * Height. 
◦  Note that _, _ can match two different values here 



}  Variable names starting with _ and containing 
other characters are not anonymous variables 
◦  e.g. _X and _Y are not anonymous 

}  Should strongly prefer named variables with 
underscores, to anonymous variables! 
◦  Named variables also document what the program 

is doing 
}  Only use anonymous variables where it’s 

obviously worse to give all variables names 
◦  e.g. very large and complicated match expressions 

with many components to wade through 



}  Another problem with this approach: 
area(Rect) -> 
    {rectangle, _X, _Y, Width, Height} = Rect, 
    Width * Height. 

}  Harder to add new shapes with this approach 
}  Could also write this way: 

area({rectangle, _X, _Y, Width, Height}) -> 
    Width * Height. 

}  Now can add other shapes as other clauses 
area({circle, _X, _Y, R}) -> 
    math:pi() * R * R. 
�  (Change prev clause to end with ; instead of . too!) 



}  Several built-in functions for working with 
tuples 
C = {circle, 1.5, 0.8, 3.0}. 
size(C). 
◦  Number of elements in tuple.  Evaluates to 4. 
element(2, C). 
◦  Returns element i of tuple.  First element is index 1. 
C2 = setelement(4, C, 1.0). 
◦  Produces a new tuple, changing element i of input 

tuple to specified value 
◦  C2 = {circle,1.5,0.8,1.0}, and C is unchanged 



}  Also several built-in functions for lists 
L = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. 
hd(L). 
◦  Returns head of the list:  1 
tl(L). 
◦  Returns tail of the list:  [2, 3, 4, 5] 
length(L). 
◦  Returns the length of the list:  5 



}  Acronym used in Erlang docs:  BIF 
}  Stands for “Built-In Function” 
}  Functions that would be impossible or very 

inefficient to implement in Erlang 
}  Most BIFs reside in the erlang module 
}  A subset of the erlang module functions are 

automatically imported 
◦  Most useful ones are imported automatically; others 

must be imported, or called as erlang:func() 
}  See the erlang module documentation! 



}  Simple math functions: 
◦  abs, round, trunc 
◦  A lot more math functions in math module 

}  Type-checking functions: 
◦  is_atom, is_boolean, is_float, is_integer, 
is_list, is_number, is_tuple, etc. 

}  Date/Time functions: 
◦  date, time, now 

}  A lot of functions for process management 
◦  Will discuss these functions as we go 



}  Function declarations can include when-
guards 
◦  Actual expression after when is called a “guard 

sequence” 
◦  A series of guard expressions separated by commas 

}  if statements also use guard sequences 

}  Not all functions can be called within guard 
functions! 



}  Not all funcs can be used in guard sequences! 
◦  Constrained to prevent possibility of side-effects 

}  Guard expressions can include: 
◦  Constants, comparisons, simple arithmetic 
◦  Boolean and short-circuit Boolean expressions 
◦  A subset of the Built-In Functions (BIFs) 
�  The ones for testing the types of expressions, e.g. 
is_list, is_float, is_tuple, etc. 

�  A few other BIFs such as abs, length, size, etc. 
}  They cannot include user-defined functions! 
}  See Erlang reference about Guard Sequences 



}  With if statements, can work around guard 
sequence limitations 

}  This wouldn’t work: 
if 
    is_prime(N) -> 
        ... 

}  Just introduce a local variable: 
IsPrime = is_prime(N), 
if 
    IsPrime -> 
        ... 

}  With function guards, can’t really do this… 



}  Erlang includes higher-order functions 
◦  Not all functions in Erlang are higher-order functions! 

}  Higher-order funcs declared with fun keyword 
1> Square = fun (X) -> X * X end. 
#Fun<erl_eval.6.49591080> 
2> Square(34). 
1156 
◦  Function declaration must include end terminator 
◦  fun produces a function object 
◦  Can pass function object as an argument, store it in a 

tuple/list, etc. 
�  We happen to store it in a local variable, above 



}  fun declarations support all syntax that 
normal functions do, except no name is given 
Abs = fun 
    (X) when X >= 0 -> X; 
    (X) -> -X 
end. 

}  Can write on a single line if appropriate 
lists:map(fun (X) -> 2 * X end, [1, 2, 3, 4]). 

◦  Produces:  [2, 4, 6, 8] 



}  Can wrap any normal function with a fun 
fun (Arg1, Arg2, ...) -> 
    module:function(Arg1, Arg2, ...) end 

}  Erlang provides syntactic sugar for this: 
◦  fun function/arity 
◦  fun module:function/arity 
◦  Produces a fun wrapper around the specified 

function 
◦  No need for end keyword, ->, etc. 
◦  module:function/arity must specify an actual 

function, of course… 
�  The function must also be exported by its module 



}  Compute square-root of all numbers in a list 
}  math module contains a sqrt function, but 

can’t pass it as an argument. 
◦  Module functions aren’t higher-order functions 

}  Instead, wrap it with a fun 
1> lists:map(fun math:sqrt/1, [9, 16, 25]). 
[3.00000,4.00000,5.00000] 



}  Erlang processes are lightweight, and fast to 
start/stop 

}  Every process has a process identifier, 
abbreviated “pid” 
◦  To get the process ID of the current process, use 

the self() BIF (built-in function) 
1> self(). 
<0.29.0> 
◦  Even the Erlang shell has a process ID, which is 

actually very helpful 



}  Use the spawn() BIF to start a new process 
}  Several versions: 
◦  spawn(fun) 
�  Starts a new process, which begins execution with the 

passed-in function object 
�  Note that the function object receives no arguments! 
◦  spawn(module, function, args) 
�  Starts a new process, which begins execution with the 

specified module:function(args) 
�  args is a list of argument values to pass to function 

�  Length of args must match function’s arity 



}  spawn() returns the process ID of the new 
process 
◦  Good idea to store this! 

}  Processes can only communicate via 
asynchronous messages 

}  To send a message to a process: 
◦  Pid ! expr. 
�  The expression is evaluated, then the result is sent to 

the process 
�  Can be a list, a tuple, a fun, another PID, etc. 



}  A process receives messages with the receive 
statement 
receive 
    Pattern1 [when GuardSeq1] -> 
        Body1; 
    ... ; 
    PatternN [when GuardSeqN] -> 
        BodyN 
end 

}  receive statement terminated by end keyword 
◦  Can include multiple patterns, optional guard sequences, 

etc. 



}  When a message is sent to the process, the message 
is tested against each pattern in order 
receive 
    Pattern1 [when GuardSeq1] -> 
        Body1; 
    ... ; 
    PatternN [when GuardSeqN] -> 
        BodyN 
end 

}  First matching pattern will handle the received msg 
◦  After receipt, message is removed from incoming queue 

}  If no pattern matches, msg stays in incoming queue 
◦  A subsequent receive can get the waiting message(s) 



}  The receive command never fails with an error! 
receive 
    Pattern1 [when GuardSeq1] -> 
        Body1; 
    ... ; 
    PatternN [when GuardSeqN] -> 
        BodyN 
end 

}  Even if non-matching messages arrive, this 
operation will not fail 

}  Statement just blocks (waits) until a matching 
message arrives 
◦  May block indefinitely… 



-module(hello). 
-export([server/0]). 
 
% Function to run in a separate process 
server() -> 
    receive 
        hello ->           % General greeting 
            io:format("~nHello world!~n"), 
            server(); 
 
        {hello, Name} ->   % Personal greeting 
            io:format("~nHello, ~w!~n", [Name]), 
            server() 
    end. 



}  Our server process can receive two different 
kinds of messages: 
server() -> 
    receive 
        hello ->           % General greeting 
            io:format("~nHello world!~n"), 
            server(); 
 
        {hello, Name} ->   % Personal greeting 
            io:format("~nHello, ~w!~n", [Name]), 
            server() 
    end. 

}  Either a hello atom, or a tuple containing a 
hello atom and another value 



}  After each message is handled, the function does 
a tail-call to itself: 
server() -> 
    receive 
        hello ->           % General greeting 
            io:format("~nHello world!~n"), 
            server(); 
 
        {hello, Name} ->   % Personal greeting 
            io:format("~nHello, ~w!~n", [Name]), 
            server() 
    end. 

}  This allows it to continue receiving messages 



}  Start a new process to run the hello server: 
1> HelloPid = spawn(hello, server, []). 
<0.31.0> 

}  Now we can send the process messages 
2> HelloPid ! hello. 
hello 
Hello world! 
◦  Note that the send operator ! evaluates to the RHS term 

(hence the first hello output) 
}  Send it a tuple: 

3> HelloPid ! {hello, donnie}. 
{hello, donnie} 
Hello donnie! 



}  If we send the server an unrecognized 
message, it is simply ignored 
4> HelloPid ! goodbye. 
goodbye 
◦  Since send operator evaluates to RHS term, we get 
goodbye printed out 
◦  Message sits in server process’ queue and is never 

handled. 



}  Can add a new clause to handle unrecognized 
messages 
receive 
  ... 
  M -> 
    io:format( 
      "~nI don't know how to handle ~w.~n", [M]), 
    server() 
end 
◦  Now unrecognized messages will match final clause 
2> HelloPid ! goodbye. 
goodbye 
I don't know how to handle goodbye. 



}  What if our process needs some state? 
◦  For example, add a “hello count” to our server 

}  Simple answer: 
◦  server() function holds its state as function arguments 

}  Updated code: 
server(HelloCount) -> 
    receive 
        hello -> 
            io:format("~nHello world!~n"), 
            server(HelloCount + 1); 
 
        ...  % other tail-calls to server 
             % also include state values 



}  Erlang messaging is asynchronous 
◦  If client process needs data back, server needs to 

send back a separate message 
}  This means the server needs the client’s PID 
◦  Simple solution:  client includes its PID in request 
server(HelloCount) -> 
    receive 
        ... 
        {get_count, Pid} -> 
            Pid ! {count, HelloCount}, 
            server(HelloCount) 
        ... 



}  Now client needs to send its PID to the server 
HelloPid ! {get_count, self()}. 

}  Next, client needs to receive server response 
receive {count, HelloCount} -> HelloCount end. 

}  Can wrap this into a helper function, in hello 
module 
get_count(HelloPid) -> 
    HelloPid ! {get_count, self()}, 
    receive 
        {count, HelloCount} -> HelloCount 
    end. 

}  Note:  if server doesn’t exist, doesn’t respond, or 
responds differently, this code will hang! 



}  Problem: 
get_count(HelloPid) -> 
    HelloPid ! {get_count, self()}, 
    receive {count, HelloCount} -> HelloCount end. 
◦  Send operator ! doesn’t fail if process doesn’t exist, or if 

process doesn’t receive the message 
◦  receive statement also doesn’t fail if an unrecognized 

message is sent 
}  Solution:  use receive with timeout 

receive 
    ... 
after timeout ->  % specify timeout in milliseconds 
    expr          % can return an error value 
end 



}  Helper function, updated to include timeout: 
get_count(HelloPid) -> 
    % Request hello-count from the server 
    HelloPid ! {get_count, self()}, 
    % Retrieve and return the count 
    receive 
        {count, HelloCount} -> HelloCount 
    after 5000 -> 
        % Five seconds without response. 
        % Signal failure to the caller. 
        {fail, timeout} 
    end. 



}  Very common to use a tuple to hold state values 
}  Example:  a dictionary server 

server({NumWords, WordList}) when 
    is_integer(NumWords), is_list(WordList) -> 
    receive 
        {word_count, Pid} -> 
            Pid ! {word_count, NumWords}, 
            server({NumWords, WordList}); 
        ... 

◦  Multiple state values packaged in a single tuple 
◦  Pattern-matching to break apart components as needed 
◦  Make sure that tail-calls include entire state! 



}  Gets annoying to have to reconstruct state-
tuple for tail calls, when state doesn’t change. 
server({NumWords, WordList}) ... -> 
    ... 
        server({NumWords, WordList}); 

}  Match patterns can include match patterns 
◦  If Pattern1 and Pattern2 are valid match patterns, 

then Pattern1 = Pattern2 is also a valid pattern 
}  Update server declaration: 

server(State = {NumWords, WordList}) ... -> 
◦  State holds the entire state for the process 
◦  Components of state are also available for use 


